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Abstract

Saturating counters are a newly defined class of generalized
parallel counters that provide the exact number of inputs
which are equal to 1 only if this number is below a given
threshold. Such counters are useful in, for example, self-test
and repair units for embedded memories. This paper de-
fines saturating counters for arbitrary threshold values and
presents several alternatives for their implementation. The
delay and area of the proposed design alternatives are then
estimated using a 0.25µm cell library. Finally, we study
the behavior of saturating counters when the threshold ap-
proaches the number of input bits, i.e., the special case of
non-saturating parallel counters.

1. Introduction

Parallel counters are used in many designs (such as multipli-
ers) and consequently have had many different implementa-
tions (e.g., [1, 2]). These implementations use various basic
building blocks such as (3,2) counters, (7,3) counters and
the like [3]. An (n,k) parallel counter is defined as having
n input bits and producing a k-bit binary count of its “1”
inputs, with 2k − 1 ≥ n or k ≥ �log2(n + 1)�. In [4],
we defined a new type of parallel counter which we called a
saturating counter. A saturating counter provides the exact
count of its inputs that are 1 only if this count is below a
certain threshold, denoted by T . When the number of in-
puts that are 1 is either equal to or exceeds the threshold T ,
the output indicates only that the threshold has been reached
and does not supply the exact count. This type of counter is
useful in the design of a self-test and repair circuit for large
memories (about 1024 bits wide) embedded in a system-on-
a-chip [4]. Such a circuit counts the number of faulty bits
in a row and if this number exceeds the number of spare
memory bits, denoted by g, the memory is not repairable.
Therefore, it is sufficient to know the failing bit count ac-
curately only up to g - the number of spares available, and

we need to design a fast saturating counter with a threshold
T = g + 1.

Note that the saturating counters considered here are differ-
ent from those used in certain image processing applications
and in microprocessors’ branch prediction units; the latter
normally saturate at their maximum count of 2k − 1 (and
sometimes also at their minimum count of 0), and all other
results must be exact. Also note that when the threshold T
is equal to the number of input bits n, the saturating counter
turns into a regular parallel counter.

The number k of output bits of a saturating counter with n
inputs and a threshold T will be, in most cases, consider-
ably smaller than the number required for the correspond-
ing parallel counter. Instead of k = �log2(n + 1)� we set
k = �log2 T � + 1. In [4] we limited the threshold T to
powers of 2. In this paper we extend the threshold val-
ues to include any number smaller than n. For example,
if n = 1024, a parallel counter would require 11 output bits
while a saturating counter with a threshold of T = 12 uses
only 5 output bits.

Note that we set k to be �log2 T �+1 rather than �log2(T +
1)�, which would be the number of output bits of a parallel
counter capable of counting up to T input bits. If T is a
power of 2 then k = �log2 T �+ 1 = �log2(T + 1)�; other-
wise k = �log2(T + 1)� + 1. For example, for T = 4 we
set k = 3 but for T = 5 we set k = 4. As will become evi-
dent in Section 2, very simple implementations of saturating
counters are obtained when the most significant output bit
of the counter is made into a “sticky bit”, i.e., this bit is the
result of an OR operation of all carries into this bit posi-
tion. Thus, for T = 4 we can set k = 3, implying that the
most significant output bit will be of weight 22, providing
an accurate output if the number of “1” inputs is no more
than 3. However, if we would use for T = 5 only k = 3,
the fact that the most significant output position of weight
22 behaves as a sticky bit may result in a situation where
for eight “1” inputs the output will be 4, which is below the
threshold and is thus considered a valid count. Therefore,
k = 4 must be used in order to avoid such situations.



2. Saturating Counters - Design Alternatives

An [n, T ] saturating counter has n input bits denoted by
a1, a2, · · · , an and a threshold of T < n. The counter
has k output bits denoted by sk−1, sk−2, · · · , s0 where k =
�log2 T �+ 1. The output satisfies

(sk−1, sk−2, · · · , s0)2 =
n∑

i=1

ai

if
n∑

i=1

ai ≤ T − 1

while

(sk−1, sk−2, · · · s0)2 ∈ [T, 2k − 1]

if
n∑

i=1

ai ≥ T

For example, a [1024, 7] saturating counter has 1024 inputs,
a threshold of 7, and produces four output bits satisfying

(s3, s2, s1, s0)2 =
1024∑
i=1

ai

if at most six input bits are equal to 1, and (s3, s2, s1, s0)2 ∈
[7, 15] if seven or more input bits are 1.
A complete Wallace tree for 1024 inputs produces eleven
output bits and requires 16 levels of (3,2) counters. A
straightforward way to implement a [1024, 7] saturating
counter is to use (3,2) counters in the columns with weights
22, 21 and 20 but use only OR gates in the column with
weight 23. This implementation makes the most signifi-
cant output bit a sticky bit, which, once set to 1, will never
change back to 0 during the remaining steps of the opera-
tion. The above implementation, shown in Table 1, requires
11 levels of (3,2) counters plus one level of an OR gate, as-
suming that two levels of OR operations in column 23 can
be completed in parallel to the operation of a single level of
(3,2) counters in the 22, 21 and 20 columns. Table 1 shows,
for each level of the tree, the number of (3,2) or (2,2) coun-
ters required in every column, and the resulting number of
intermediate results in every column. For example, in the
second level of the tree, 114 (3,2) counters are used in the 20

column, producing 114 intermediate bits of weight 20 and
114 bits of weight 21, which are added to the 115 bits gen-
erated directly in the 21 column. The notation 9+2(OR4) in
the 23 column means that two levels of OR gates are used,
9 in the first level and 2 in the second.
Note that the implementation depicted in Table 1 will pro-
duce a result of 8 if the number X of “1” input bits satisfies
Xmod 8 = 0, e.g., 16, 32 and so on. This, however, is not a
problem since the saturating counter is expected to produce
the correct count only if the number of 1’s at the inputs is
less than or equal to 7. Also note that if T < 2k−1 (T < 8

in the example shown in Table 1), we may set T = g in-
stead of T = g + 1, where g is the number of available
spare memory bits, since a counter that provides an exact
count for all values up to T will do so also for T +1 as long
as T + 1 ≤ 2k−1. Only when g is a power of 2 must we set
T = g+1. Table 1 was generated using an online saturating
counter simulator which is available at [6].

In [1], Jones and Swartzlander compare the design of par-
allel counters using only (3,2) or (2,2) counters to designs
using more complex counters like (7,3), (15,4) and (31,5).
They analyze the delay and area of different implementa-
tions and conclude that designs based on only (3,2) and
(2,2) counters are generally superior. We therefore decided
not to experiment with counters like (7,3), (15,4) and (31,5).
However, in recent years, (4;2) compressors [3] have be-
come common in parallel multiplier designs, and very ef-
ficient implementations have been proposed for them (e.g.,
[5]). We studied in [4] the possibility of using (4;2) com-
pressors instead of (3,2) counters in one or more levels of
the saturating counter, concluding that their use will reduce
the total number of levels. However, the delay of each level
increases and thus, more accurate delay comparisons are
needed. Those will be reported in Section 3.

We have also experimented with several non-traditional ba-
sic counters like (4,3), (5,3), and (8,4) which typically are
not used in conventional parallel counters. Traditional ba-
sic counters are normally of the type (2k − 1, k) where all
combinations of the k output bits are utilized. In contrast,
a (4,3) counter for example, will never generate the outputs
1012 = 510, 1102 = 610 and 1112 = 710. Using (4,3) coun-
ters in the design of parallel counters does not make much
sense. However, it may be useful for a saturating counter
since 4 is the largest number of inputs which would still
require only two levels of XOR gates as the (3,2) counter
does. Table 2 shows that if (4,3) counters are used in levels
1 through 4, the total number of levels is reduced from 12
to 11 and more levels use only (2,2) counters which have a
lower delay than (3,2) counters. The detailed comparison of
these design alternatives is presented in Section 3.

The (5,3) counter with which we experimented, can be
viewed as a modified (4;2) compressor with all of its 5 in-
puts arriving at the same time rather than having one in-
put arrive later as a carry from a previous stage. More
importantly, instead of generating two outputs of weight
2i+1 (where 2i is the weight of the input bits), it gener-
ates one output of weight 2i+1 and another of weight 2i+2.
Such a basic counter will propagate its carries to higher
weight columns (compared to a (4;2) compressor), reaching
faster the sticky bit position which absorbs the carries. On
the other hand, this (5,3) counter will most likely require
a more complex design (compared to a (4;2) compressor)
with a higher area overhead. An even more aggressive ba-
sic counter that may be considered for implementing satu-



23 22 21 20 Level

341(3,2)
341 342 1

113(3,2) 114(3,2)
113 114+115 114 2
113 229 114

37(3,2) 76(3,2) 38(3,2)
37 76+39 38+76 38 3
37 115 115 38

9+2(OR4) 38(3,2) 38(3,2) 12(3,2)
4+38 38+39 12+39 14 4
42 77 51 14

10+3(OR4) 25(3,2) 17(3,2) 4(3,2)
3+25 17+27 4+17 6 5
28 44 21 6

7+1(OR4) 14(3,2) 7(3,2) 2(3,2)
4+14 7+16 2+7 2 6
18 23 9 2

4+1(OR4) 7(3,2) 3(3,2) 1(2,2)
3+7 3+9 1+3 1 7
10 12 4 1

2+1(OR4) 4(3,2) 1(3,2)
1+4 1+4 2 1 8
5 5 2 1

1+0(OR4) 1(3,2) 1(2,2)
2+1 3+1 1 1 9
3 4 1 1

0(OR4) 2(2,2)
3+2 2 1 1 10
5 2 1 1

1(OR4) 1(2,2)
2+1 1 1 1 11
3 1 1 1

1(OR4) 12
1 1 1 1

Table 1. A [1024, 7] saturating counter us-
ing (3,2) and (2,2) counters. It uses 892
(3,2) counters, 5 (2,2) counters and 49 4-
input OR gates.

23 22 21 20 Level

256(4,3)
256 256 256 1

64(4,3) 64(4,3) 64(4,3)
64+64+64 64+64+64 64+64 64 2
192 192 128 64

48+12(OR4) 48(4,3) 32(4,3) 16(4,3)
12+96+32 48+32+16 32+16 16 3
140 96 48 16

35+8(OR4) 24(4,3) 12(4,3) 4(4,3)
11+48+12 24+12+4 12+4 4 4
71 40 16 4

17+5(OR4) 20(2,2) 8(2,2) 2(2,2)
5+20 20+8 8+2 8+2 5
25 28 10 2

6+1(OR4) 14(2,2) 5(2,2) 1(2,2)
4+14 14+5 5+1 1 6
18 19 6 1

4+1(OR4) 6(3,2) 2(3,2)
3+6 7+2 2 1 7
9 9 2 1

2(OR4) 4(2,2) 1(2,2)
3+4 5+1 1 1 8
7 6 1 1

1+1(OR4) 2(3,2) 9
1+2 2 1 1
3 2 1 1

1(2,2) 10
4 1 1 1

1(OR4) 11
1 1 1 1

Table 2. A [1024, 7] saturating counter us-
ing (4,3), (3,2) and (2,2) counters. It uses
584 (4,3) counters, 10 (3,2) counters, 56
(2,2) counters and 142 4-input OR gates.

rating counters is the (8,4) counter which, with its 8 inputs,
will still need only three levels of XORs to generate the
least significant output bit. It will have a reduction rate of
2 (number of inputs to the number of outputs) and further-
more, will reach the sticky bit position fast.
Our experiments with the above two non-traditional basic
counters have shown that although we can achieve further
reduction in the overall delay of the saturating counter, the
corresponding area requirements are too high to be accept-
able. For the sake of brevity we do not report the results of
our experiments with these two counters.

2.1. ({m, i, j}, 3) units

Re-examining Tables 1 and 2, one notices that the last few
stages achieve only a small reduction in the number of bits
but incur a high delay. The last four stages in Table 1, which
reduce the number of bits from (5,5,2,1) to (1,1,1,1), can be
replaced by a look-up table with 25+5+2 inputs and 4 out-
puts. An even simpler and probably faster (for most tech-

nologies) solution exists which takes advantage of the sat-
urating nature of the counter. This solution uses a special
3-column ({5,5,2},3) unit, shown in Table 3, that has been
proposed in [4]. Here we investigate a more aggressive de-
sign which would replace the last five stages in Table 1 by
a ({10,12,4},3) unit as shown in Table 4. We can apply
the same approach to the [1024,7] saturating counter, which
uses (4,3) counters (see Table 2), and replace the last four
stages by a ({9,9,2},3) unit.

An ({m, i, j}, 3) unit, shown in Figure 1, is a saturating
parallel counter which receives m inputs of weight 2k−1,
i inputs of weight 2k−2 and j inputs of weight 2k−3. It
produces three outputs of weights 2k−1, 2k−2 and 2k−3

where k is the number of output bits of the entire saturat-
ing counter.

The definition and implementations of such units in [4] were
restricted to the case where 2 ≤ j ≤ 3, for which the maxi-
mum carry from the position of weight 2k−3 to the position
of weight 2k−2 is 1. We now allow j to be any value in the



23 22 21 20 Level

10 12 4 1 7

2+1(OR4) 4(3,2) 1(3,2)
1+4 1+4 2 1 8
5 5 2 1

1(OR4) ({5,5,2},3) 9
1 1 1 1

Table 3. The bottom stages of a [1024, 7]
saturating counter using a ({5, 5, 2}, 3)
unit (891 (3,2) counters, a (2,2) counter, 43
4-input OR gates and a ({5, 5, 2}, 3) unit).

23 22 21 20 Level

10 12 4 1 7

2+1(OR4) ({10,12,4},3) 8
1 1 1 1

Table 4. The bottom stage of a [1024, 7]
saturating counter using a ({10, 12, 4}, 3)
unit (886 (3,2) counters, a (2,2) counter,
39 4-input OR gates and a ({10, 12, 4}, 3)
unit).
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Figure 1. An ({m, i, j}, 3) unit.

range [2, 7], and as a result the maximum carry from the po-
sition of weight 2k−3 may be 3, i.e., a carry to the position
of weight 2k−2 and another carry to the position of weight
2k−1. Thus, we have i + 1 bits of weight 2k−2 and m + 1
bits of weight 2k−1 to be added. The Boolean expression
for Sk−3 is sk−3 = y1⊕· · ·⊕ yj . To derive the expressions
for sk−2 and sk−1 we make the following observations.
The contribution (i.e., carry) of y1, · · · , yj to sk−2 can be
represented by an additional input of weight 2k−2, e.g.,

xi+1 =




y1y2 for j = 2
y1y2 + y1y3 + y2y3 for j = 3
y1y2 + y1y3 + y1y4 + y2y3 + y2y4

+ y3y4 for j = 4

In general, there are

(
j
2

)
terms of the form yuyv.

The contribution (i.e., carry) of y1, · · · , yj to sk−1 can be
represented by an additional input of weight 2k−1:

zm+1 = y1y2y3y4 for j = 4

In general, there are

(
j
4

)
terms of the form yuyvywys.

The truth table for the ({m, i, j}, 3) unit is:

z1+· · ·+zm+zm+1 x1 · · ·xi xi+1 sk−1 sk−2

1 φ 1 φ
0 All 0’s 0 0
0 A single 1 0 1
0 Two or more 1’s 1 φ

The resulting Boolean expressions are:

sk−2 = x1 + · · · + xi + xi+1 and

sk−1 = z1+· · ·+zm+zm+1+(x1x2+x1x3+· · ·+xixi+1)
We can substitute xi+1 into the expressions for sk−2 and
sk−1. This would result in product terms with up to three
literals in sk−1, i.e., fan-in ≤ 3. Notice that the simpli-
fied Boolean equation for sk−2 may in fact produce sk−2=1
even if the correct value is 0, but only if sk−1=1. Therefore,
any error will be in the exact value of the result above the
threshold, which will have no impact of the proper opera-
tion of the counter.

3. Numerical Results

We have performed detailed synthesis of several saturating
counters using the TSMC 0.25µ ASIC library. We first syn-
thesized the basic cells like the (2,2), (3,2) and (4,3) coun-
ters, the (4;2) compressor and the OR4 gate. The imple-
mentations of the first three are shown in Figure 2. These
counters and the (4;2) compressor use XOR gates which
are implemented using MUXs ([3, 5]) as shown in Figure 2.
The resulting area and delay of the basic cells are shown in
Table 5 where the last two columns indicate the delay and
area relative to those of a XOR gate. In all the remaining
figures the shown area and delay are relative to those of a
XOR gate.
For all the basic cells except OR4 the design shown in Table
5 has the smallest possible area and as a result, the largest
delay. For the OR4 gate we have selected a design that will
satisfy the condition ∆OR4 ≤ 0.5∆(3,2) to allow two levels
of OR4 to complete in parallel to the operation of a (3,2)
counter, where ∆OR4 and ∆(3,2) are the delays of the cor-
responding cells.
To deal with the various ({m, i, j}, 3) units that may be
needed in different implementations of saturating counters
we have synthesized all the possible ({m, i, j}, 3) units for
2 ≤ i ≤ 16 and 2 ≤ j ≤ 7. To reduce the number of
different versions needed we have separated the part that
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Figure 2. (a) XOR structure. (b)-(d) The implementation of the (2,2), (3,2) and (4,3) basic counters.

cell area
(µm2)

delay
(ns)

relative
area

relative
delay

OR4 20.0 0.38 0.9 0.9
(2,2) 34.5 0.42 1.5 1.0
(3,2) 71.5 0.97 3.1 2.3
(4;2) 136.0 1.47 5.9 3.5
(4,3) 106.5 1.10 4.6 2.6

Table 5. The area and delay of the basic cells.

j=2 j=3 j=4 j=5 j=6 j=7

i=2 10/1.0 21/1.1 29/2.4 33/2.7 42/2.8 57/3.3
i=3 16/1.8 23/1.8 37/2.6 45/2.9 47/2.8 57/3.2
i=4 22/2.6 22/2.6 44/2.7 47/3.1 47/3.0 57/3.2
i=5 32/2.8 36/2.8 43/3.0 53/3.1 62/3.2 76/3.6
i=6 28/2.7 42/2.6 48/2.7 57/3.1 60/3.5 74/3.4
i=7 40/3.0 42/3.0 49/3.1 68/3.1 61/3.5 77/3.6
i=8 40/3.2 42/3.1 50/3.4 68/4.1 68/3.7 81/3.6
i=9 55/3.5 55/3.6 61/3.9 83/4.0 78/3.9 91/3.8
i=10 54/3.8 53/4.2 77/3.7 80/4.2 83/4.2 95/4.2
i=11 57/4.1 67/3.5 72/3.8 85/3.6 91/3.6 103/3.6
i=12 60/3.9 79/3.5 87/3.9 89/3.9 101/4.0 109/4.0
i=13 82/4.2 82/3.6 102/4.1 97/4.1 108/4.6 108/4.2
i=14 73/4.3 85/4.3 97/4.4 103/4.4 112/4.4 111/4.5
i=15 85/3.9 84/4.0 100/4.8 108/4.8 112/4.4 120/4.5
i=16 75/4.6 88/4.3 103/4.9 116/4.9 115/4.8 120/4.8

Table 6. The area/delay for ({m, i, j}, 3) units.

handles the m most significant bits from the rest of the cir-
cuit. Only OR4 gates are used in this part and therefore,
its contribution to the area of the circuit is approximately
�(m/4)� · AOR4 where AOR4 is the area of an OR4 gate.
Furthermore, this part is not on the critical path of the com-
plete circuit and thus need not be taken into account when
calculating the delay of the entire circuit. The results of
the synthesis are shown in Table 6. These implementations,
unlike those summarized in Table 5, were obtained with the
objective of minimum delay rather than minimum area. The
basic cells in Table 5 are used repeatedly in the design of the
saturating counter while only a single ({m, i, j}, 3) unit is
used. Thus, to achieve a reasonable trade-off between area
and delay we prefer to use minimum area basic cells but
minimum delay ({m, i, j}, 3) unit.
In [4] we have shown that the use of an ({m, i, j}, 3) yields
a better solution for the implementations of a saturating

counter which were considered there. In all our experi-
ments with the synthesized cells described above, we have
observed the same situation. Consequently, we show in the
figures below the area and delay results only for counters
which do use an ({m, i, j}, 3) unit.
Figure 3 compares the delay of an [n,7] saturating counter
implemented in four different ways: using (3,2) and (2,2)
counters, allowing the use of (4;2) compressors as well, us-
ing (4,3), (3,2) and (2,2) counters and finally, allowing all
the above types of counters.
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(4;2) compressors
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Figure 3. Delay comparison of four differ-
ent implementations of an [n,7] saturating
counter (all using a suitable ({m, i, j}, 3) unit).

The results indicate that contrary to the conclusion drawn
in [4], the use of (4;2) compressors does not necessarily re-
duce the delay of saturating counters and for the selected
synthesized cells their use increases the total delay. Us-
ing (4,3) counters instead of (4;2) compressors, in addition
to (3,2) and (2,2) counters, leads to a lower delay. As ex-
pected, allowing all three types of counters and the (4;2)
compressor yields the best solution. However, due to the
higher compression rate of the (4;2) compressor, preferring
these compressors over the other basic counters yields the
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Figure 4. Area comparison of four differ-
ent implementations of an [n,7] saturating
counter (all using a suitable ({m, i, j}, 3) unit).

lowest overall area of the saturating counter, see Figure 4.
To make a decision regarding the trade-off between area and
delay, a measure like Area × Delay2 may be used, and Fig-
ure 5 shows that allowing the use of the above basic cells
provides the best solution by this standard.

We then analyzed the behavior of different designs of sat-
urating counters as a function of the threshold T . As the
threshold T approaches the number of input bits n, the satu-
rating counter approaches the standard parallel counter and
we therefore expect the benefits of using an ({m, i, j}, 3)
unit to diminish. To this end, we show in Figure 6 the de-
lay of a saturating counter as a function of the threshold
T for the above mentioned three basic designs which use
an ({m, i, j}, 3) and a design which uses (4,3) counters but
does not include an ({m, i, j}, 3) unit. The results confirm
our expectations and also show that for high values of T (in-
cluding T = n), (4,3) counters no longer outperform (4;2)
compressors.

The differences among the four different implementation
analyzed in Figure 6 are even more noticeable when exam-
ining the area of the saturating counter as shown in Figure
7. The use of (4;2) compressors yields the smallest area for
a wide range of values of the threshold T . Figure 8 shows
the Area × Delay2 of the above four implementations. For
low values of T (T ≤ 64), (4,3) counters are preferable
while for higher values of T (4;2) compressors yield a bet-
ter design.

So far we have restricted ourselves to a single implementa-
tion of the basic cells and used the minimum area - maxi-
mum delay one. The rational behind this decision was that
these basic cells are used repeatedly throughout the design
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Figure 5. Area × Delay2 comparison of four dif-
ferent implementations of an [n,7] saturating
counter (all using a suitable ({m, i, j}, 3) unit).

and a lower area will lead to a smaller value of the Area
× Delay2 metric. However, there are stages in the saturat-
ing counter which include very few basic counters and for
these stages a faster implementation (with a larger area) of
the basic counter may lead to an overall better design. To
study the above we have experimented with different im-
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Figure 6. Delay of four different designs of a
saturating counter as a function of the thresh-
old.
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plementations of the (4,3) counter since it proved to yield
better solutions for low values of the threshold. We have
synthesized five variations of the (4,3) counter with differ-
ent delay and area, shown in Figure 9. Out of these five,
the one with the smallest area has been used in the previ-
ous designs. For this implementation we get the top curve
in Figure 10 which depicts the delay of the [n,7] saturat-
ing counter that uses (4,3) counters. If instead we use the
smallest delay implementation of a (4,3) counter out of the
five in Figure 9, we obtain the bottom curve in Figure 10,
i.e., a considerably lower overall delay. The middle curve in
Figure 10 is obtained by selectively using all five implemen-
tations of the (4,3) counter. In the top stage which includes
the largest number of (4,3) counters we use the minimum
area implementation. As we move down to the second stage
we use instead an implementation with a slightly larger area
but smaller delay and so on. The decision which implemen-
tation to use in each stage is done so as to minimize the Area
× Delay2 of the saturating counter. The particular selection
of (4,3) counter implementations for the different stages of
the saturating counter that corresponds to the middle curve
in Figure 10 was determined after a limited number of trials.
Thus, the optimality of the presented solution is not guaran-
teed but we believe that the presented solution is reasonably
close to the optimal one. The corresponding curves for the
area and the Area × Delay2 for the above three designs are
shown in Figure 11 and 12, respectively. As expected, the
curve in Figure 11 for the minimum area implementation
of the (4,3) counter is the bottom one and in Figure 12, the
curve for the variable delay/area implementation of the (4,3)
counter is the bottom one.
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Figure 8. Area × Delay2 of the four different
designs as a function of the threshold.

4. Conclusion

Saturating counters have been defined and several design al-
ternatives using various basic counters (traditional and non-
traditional) have been presented and evaluated. For low val-
ues of the threshold, (4,3) counters with variable delay/area
implementation plus an ({m, i, j}, 3) unit proved to yield
the best implementation when using the Area × Delay2

metric. For high values of the threshold when the saturating
counter approached a conventional parallel counter, (4;2)
compressors without the ({m, i, j}, 3) unit yield a better de-
sign.
We have also experimented with several other non-
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Figure 9. Five different implementations of a
(4,3) counter.
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Figure 10. Delay of the [n,7] saturating
counter using different implementations of
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traditional basic counters like (5,3) and (8,4). Although
these did further reduce the delay of the saturating counter,
the resulting area overhead was too high. Other non-
traditional counters and some combinations of these may,
however, prove to yield better implementations of saturat-
ing counters.
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